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1 INTRODUCTION

Whatever occurs, occurs in space and time. Therefore our perception of the world is
inherently spatial and temporal: objects have a location, and events are embedded in
a stream of time. We speak of models if we phrase our perceptions in a way that they
can be communicated to others. We use models for communication but also for understanding the world ourselves, and by playing around with the models we discover how
they work and how the world they represent may evolve in the future. We may then
systematically experiment with the models to find out ways to avoid undesirable and
achieve desirable futures.
Although our models are inherently spatial and temporal, we sometimes suppress their
spatial or temporal dimension to make them simpler and easier to understand. For
instance, demographers project the future evolution of a population by predicting
births, ageing, deaths and net migration. This model has no spatial dimension. However, as population dynamics are largely determined by migration, the model is defective because it does not take account of why people move from one country to the
other. By explicitly modelling migration flows, the model becomes spatial.
Spatial models have become an important branch of scientific endeavour. Today their
spatial scale ranges from the sub-molecular to the astronomic. But even if one restricts
the term spatial to geographical scale, the range of applications of spatial models is
enormous. In the environmental sciences they include weather forecasting models, climate models, air dispersion models, chemical reaction models, rainfall-runoff models,
groundwater models, soil erosion models, biological ecosystems models, energy system
models and noise propagation models. In the social sciences they include regional
economic development models, land and housing market models, plant and facility
location models, spatial diffusion models, migration models, travel and goods transport
models and urban land-use models.
Some of these applications have a long tradition. Ecological modelling has been an
established field of scientific work long before the present debate about environmental
sustainability. Important pioneering insights into the spatio-temporal nature of complex
dynamic systems originated in ecology (Lotka, 1920; Volterra, 1931). Spatial models

in the social sciences date back to von Thünen (1826) and Ravenstein (1885/89).
However, because spatial models are notoriously data-hungry, the real rise of spatial
modelling came in the 1960s with the general availability of large, fast computers.
Today global climate models or models simulating flows in large transport networks
would not be possible without the vast memory and speed of today's computers.
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Nevertheless the representation of space in the first generations of spatial computer
models was primitive. It essentially followed the organisation of statisticaltables where
each line is associated with one spatial unit such as a statistical district, region or
'zone'and the columns represent attributes of the areal unit. This was the 'container'
view of space in which space was reduced to a receptacle or carrier of spatial phenomena; spatial distributions and spatial interactions within zones were lost. The analog
counterpart of the container view of space was the 'thematic' or choropleth map.
Networks were coded as lattices, but because nodes were not associated with
coordinates, the geometry of networks was only vaguely represented by the lengths
(travel times) of their arcs. Zones were connected to networks by pseudo links ignoring cross-boundary interactions between adjacent zones. The 'tyranny of the zone'
could be alleviated but not overcome by increasing the number of zones, as data were
expensive to collect and memory was icarce andlomputers were slow.

All this

has changed only recently. Computers have grown breathtakingly in memory
and computing speed. What would have been called a very large and very fast 'mainframe' computer only a few years ago is now available on the desktop of any researcher. Data that previously had to be manually compiled such as land coverage,
transport networks or small-area population and employment data are now routinely
made available in digital form in many countries.

However, the greatest change seems to be the advent of specialised software for the
capture, manipulation and presentation of digital spatial information, geographic information systems (GIS). These systems, and the surge of theoretical work associated
with them, have vastly increased the range of possibilities of organising spatial data
beyond the'container'model of space. The'tyranny of the zone' can nowbe overcome by new and efficient ways of spatial integration and spatial interpolation, making
use of reasonable assumptions about spatial distributions of attribute data between
observation points. Together with the
data avallability and the
-improvements -in.
increases in computer memory and speed, these new techniques open up a new world
for spatial models. It would be surprising if the new possibilities would not give rise
to new types of spatial models which exploit the technological potential now available,
make better use of existing data, stimulate the collection of new data or even depart
for totally new horizons that could not have been approached before.

It is the purpose of the GISDATA task 'Spatial Models and GIS' and of the associated
specialist meeting to find out whether GIS have had or will have an impact on spatial
models in the environmental and social sciences. The meeting aims at bringing together researchers involved in environmental and socioeconomic modelling to discuss
common ground and assess the potential and limitations of the convergence of spatial
modelling and GIS as well as to formulate a research agenda for making the best use
of this potential. At the same time avenues towards more integrated spatial models
incorporating both environmental and socioeconomic elements in response to the
urgent social and environmental problems facing cities and regions today might be
explored.
The theme of spatial models and GIS is no virgin territory. The monumental work of
Goodchild et al. (1993) on environmental modelling and GIS has set standards that
will be difficult to match; their book is, however, focused on work done in the USA,
and with one exception does not cover the European scene. In the social sciences a
similar overview is still missing. There are edited volumes by Scholten and Stillwell
(1990) and Fischer and Nijkamp (1992), which present examples of first attempts to
deal with the new technology. Spatial modelling has been a sub-theme in the

GISDATA task'GIS and Spatial Analysis'and will play a part in its forthcoming
publication (Fischer and Scholten, 1993; Fischer et al., 1995). The present task will
have to build on these predecessors. It will certainly not be able to achieve the comprehensiveness of Gooitchild et al.; therefore it will have to concentrate on the conceptual challenges posed by GIS to spatial modelling.
This paper intends to provide a preliminary structure for the topic and to suggest tentative iyiotheses aboui themes änd priorities around which the debate at the meeting
might-develop. The paper is the combined effort of authors from different disciplines
and reflects the difficulty and challenge of finding a common language. It is planned
to revise it in the light of the results of the meeting.

2 SPATIAL MODELS
representation of an object of investigation for purposes of
description, explanation, forecasting or planning. A spatial model is a model of an
object of investigation in bispace (space, attribute). A space-time model is a model of
an objective of investigation in trispace (space, time, attribute).

A model is a simplified

There are three categories of spatial models with respect to their degree of
formalisation: scale, conceptual and mathematical models (Steyaert, 1993). Scale
models are representations of real-world physical features such as digital terrain
models (DTM) or network models of hydrological systems. Conceplaral models use
quasi-natural language or flow charts to outline the components of the system under
investigation and highlight the linkages between them. Mathematical models operationalise conceptual models by representing their components and interactions with mathematical constructs. Mathematical models may use scale models for organising their
data. In the following discussion the emphasis is on mathematical models.

Another important classification

of

spatial models

is how they deal with the

indeterminism of real-world phenomena (Berry, 1995): Determinisllc models generate
repeatable solutions based on the direct evaluation of defined relationships, i.e. do not
allow for the presence of random variables. Probabilisllc models are based on
probability distributions of statistically independent events and generate a range of
possible solutions. Stochastic models are probabilistic models with conditional probability distributions taking into account temporal andlor spatial persistence.

A third basic classification refers to statics/dynamics.In a static model all stocks have
the same time label, i.e. only one point in time is considered. Static models are usually
associated with the notion of a steady state or equilibrium.In a dynamic model stocks
have two (comparative statics) or more time labels, hence change processes are modelled. Dynamic models may treat time as continuous or discrete. Models with discrete
time intervals are called simulation models; with fixed time intervals (periods) they are
called recursive, with variable time intervals event-driven.
Spatial models can also be classified according to their resolution in space, time and
attributes, ranging from the microscopic to the macroscopic. The space dimension can
be represented by objects with zero dimension (points), one dimension (lines), two
dimensions (areas) or three dimensions (volumes). The size of objects may range from
a few metres to thousands of kilometres. In similar terms the time dimension can be
represented with zero dimension (event) or one dimension (process); the resolution

may range between a few seconds and hundreds of years.The attribute dimension may
be single- or multiattribute. The resolution may range from individual objects (molecules, neurons, travellers) described by a list ofattributes to large collectives (gases,
species, national economies) described by averages of attributes, with all stages in
between. Simulation models of individual objects are called microsimulation models;
microsimulation models do not need to simulate all objects of the system of investigation but may work with a sufficiently large sample.

There are many more ways of classifying spatial models that can only be indicated
here. Beyond the above criteria, spatial models can be classified by
- comprehensiveness: some models deal only with one spatial subsystem, whereas
others deal with interactions between different spatial subsystems.
- model structure: one group of models applies one single unifying principle for
modelling and linking all subsystems; other models consist of loosely coupled
submodels each of which has its own independent internal structure.
- theoretical foundations.' environmental models rely on physical laws, whereas socioeconomic models apply theoretical approaches such as random utility or economic
equilibrium theory.
- modelling techniques: here modelling techniques such as input-output models,
spatial interaction models, neural network models, markov models or microsimulation might be listed.
In the following section spatial models in the environmental and social sciences will
be classified by application fields.

3 APPLICATION FIELDS
The range of applications of spatial models in the environmental and social sciences
is large and rapidly expanding. The most important application fields currently are the
following:
3.1 Environmental Sciences
Goodchild et al. (1993) and Fedra (1993) use the following classification of spatial
models in the environmental sciences:

-

Atmospheric modelling includes general circulation models used for short- or
medium-term weather forecasts or global, regional or micro climate forecasts and
atmospheric diffusion models used for modelling the dispersion of pollutants originating from point, line or areal sources and carried by atmospheric processes including chemical reactions (Lee et al., 1993).

-

Hydrological modelling includes surface water models, such as rainfall-runoff
models, streamflow simulation models and flood hydraulics, and groundwater
models, such as groundwater flow models, groundwater contamination transport
models and variably saturated flow and transport models (Maidment, 1993).

-

Land-surfoce-subsurface process modellirg includes plant growth, erosion or
salinisation models, geological models and models of subsurface contamination at
hazardous disposal sites or nuclear waste depositories and are typically combined
with surface water and groundwater models (Moore et al., 1993).

-

Biological/ecological systems modelling comprise terrestrial models such as singlespecies and multi-species vegetation andlor wildlife models, e.g. forest growth
models, freshwater models such as fish yield models and nutrient/plankton models
for lakes and streams, and marine models such as models of migrations of fish and
other sea animals and models of the effect of fishing on fish stocks (Hunsaker et al.,
1993; Haines Young et al., 1993; Johnston, 1993).

-

Integrated modelling includes combinations of one or more of the above groups of
models, such as atmospheric and ecosystem models (Schimel and Burke, 1993) or
climate, vegetation and hydrology models §emani et al., 1993).

From the point of view of environmental planning, also energy system models and
noise propagation models at the urban scale might be included under the heading of
environmental modelling.
3.2 Social Sciences
Spatial models in the social sciences originated from several disciplines such as economics, geography, sociology and transport engineering and have only since the 1960s
been integrated by 'synthetic' disciplines such as regional science or multidisciplinary
research institutes and planning schools. However, as a point of departure, the classification by discipline is still useful:

-

Economic modelling with a spatial dimension includes international or multiregional
trade models and regional economic development models based on production functions, various definitions of economic potential or multiregional input-output analysis, and on the metropolitan scale models of urban land and housing markets based
on the concept of bid rent. Normative economic models based on location theory
(minimising location and transport cost) are used to determine optimum locations
for manufacturing plants, wholesale and retail outlets or public facilities.

-

Geographic modelling include models of spatial diffusion of innovations similar to
epidemiological models, migration models based on notions of distance and dissimilarity between origin and destination regions frequently coupled with probabilistic models of population dynamics, spatial interaction and location models
based on entropy or random utility concepts and models of activity-based mobility
behaviour of individuals subject to constraints ('space-time geography').

-

Sociological modelling has contributed spatial models of invasion of urban territories by population groups based on analogies from plant and animal ecology
('social ecology') and models of urban 'action spaces' related to concepts of spacetime geography.

-

Transport engineering modelling includes travel and goods transport models based
on entropy or random-utility theory with submodels for flow generation, destination
choice, modal choice, network search and flow assignment with capacity restraint
resulting in user-optimum network equilibrium, and normative models for route
planning, transport fleet management and navigation in large transport networks. In
more recent developments, concepts of activity-based mobility have been taken up
by transport modellers to take account of non-vehicle trips, trip chains, multimodal
trips, car sharing and new forms of demand-responsive collective transport.

-

Integrated modelling includes approaches in which two or more of the above specialised models are combined, such as integrated models of spatial development at
the regional or metropolitan scale. Typically such models consist of models of
activity location, land use and travel; more recently also environmental aspects such
as energy consumption, CO, emissions, air pollution, open space and traffic noise
are addressed.

Spatial modelling in the social sciences seems to be more fragmented than in the
environmental sciences. At the same time the need for integrative solutions is becoming more urgent because of the interconnectedness of economic, social and environmental problems.

4 SPATIAL MODELS AND GIS
Geographic information systems are both specialised database management systems for
handling spatial information.and toolboxes of methods to manipulate spatial information. Because of the limited analytical or modelling capabilities of present GIS the
toolbox side of current GIS seems to be of little interest. Instead it seems to be much
more relevant to examine whether the organisation of spatial information in GIS is appropriate for spatial models and, more importantly, whether it might facilitate new
ways of applying existing models or stimulate the development of new ones.

4.1 Data Organisation of Spatial Models
Pre-GIS spatial models have used predominantly the following five types of data
organisation:
Stock matrix.In aggregate spatial models space is subdivided into spatial units usually
called zones. In general the area but not the shape or the neighbourhood relations of
the zones are known to the model. All attributes of a zone are stored as a (sometimes
very long) vector. So the study region is represented as a two-dimensional matrix
where the rows are the zones and the columns are the attributes. To keep the number
of columns of the matrix manageable, the attributes are classified, however, sometimes
an element of the attribute vector is a pointer to more complex information such as a
univariate or bivariate distribution, for instance of households or dwellings. It is implicitly assumed that all attributes of a zone are uniformly spatially distributed throughout
the zone, so the size of the zone determines the spatial resolution of the model. If the
model is dynamic, there is one matrix for each point in time. The problem with this
data organisation is that the zones (usually administrative subdivisions) are rarely
homogenous with respect to the classified attributes and that the attributes are rarely
uniformly distributed across the area of the zone.

Interaction matrix. The spatial dimension of the model is introduced only indirectly
by one or more interaction matrices andlor through the explicit representation of
interzonal networks (see below). The interaction matrices are usually square matrices
where both rows and columns represent zones. They contain either indicators of the
spatial impedance between the zones such as distances, travel times or travel costs, or
spatial interactions such as personal trips or flows of commodities or information. In
spatial input-output analysis, the matrix of flows is actually four-dimensional, but for
practical reasons this is rarely implemented. If the model is dynamic, there is the same
set of interaction matrices for each time period.

Network. Pre-GIS network coding is a vector representation of the links of the network. The network topology is intioduced by coding a from-node and to-node for each
link. However, the coordinates of the nodes are not normally coded because the impedance of the links is determined only by its attributes such as length, mean travel time,
capacity etc. The association between networks and zones is established by pseudo
links connecting arbitrarily localised points in the zones ('centroids') to one or more
network nodes. There is no other spatial relationship between network and zones, so
spatial impacts of flows on the zones such as traffic noise cannot be modelled.

Izsr. Some disaggregate (microsimulation) models seek to avoid the disadvantages of
the aggregate matrix representation of classified stocks by using a list representation
of individual persons or objects. The list may contain all or a sample of the stock of
a kind in the zone, for instance all individuals, households and dwellings or a representative sample of individuals, households and dwellings. Each list item is associated
with a vector of attributes referring to it, so no averages are needed. Attributes can
contain spatial information (such as address) or temporal information (such as year of
retirement). One problem of list organisation is that matching operations (e.g. marriage) are not straightforward. However, by using more sophisticated forms of lists
such as inverted lists, search in lists can be made more efficient.
Raster. Even before raster-based GIS, a raster organisation of spatial data has been
popular in environmental and to a lesser degree in social-science modelling. Raster
organisation has the advantage that the topology is implicit in the data model and that
some operations such as buffering and density calculations are greatly simplified, but
in every other respect raster-based models share the problems of zone-based models,
unless the raster cells are very small.

4.2 Data Organisation of GIS for Spatial Models

It will now be examined how the data structures offered by GIS correspond to the data
structures used in spatial models.
Spatially aggregate zone-based models can be well represented by the polygon data
object of vector-based GIS. Zones are represented by polygons andzonal attributes are
stored in polygon attribute tables (PAT in ARC/INFO). However, this one-to-one
correspondence underutilises the potential of vector-based GIS to superimpose different
layers or coverages of vector-based GIS and to perform set operations on them. There
is no advantage in using a GIS for this kind of model. In addition there are no facilities to store multiple sets of attributes with different time labels for one topology
without duplicating the whole coverage.
There is no data structure in current GIS which corresponds to interaction matrices
storing attributes relating to interactions between all pairs of polygons.

Networks can be conveniently represented as line coverages with the link attributes
stored in arc attribute tables (AAT in ARC/INFO) and the node attributes stored in
associated point attribute tables (PAT in ARC/INFO). However, it is hardly possible
to represent the temporal evolution of networks, i.e. the addition, modification or
deletion of links at certain points in time. In pre-GIS times this was done by entering
add, change or delete operations with a time label. This, however, is precluded in GIS
in which there can be only one arc with the same from-node and to-node. In addition
it is relatively difficult to associate two link-coded networks with each other (such as

a road network with a public-transport network) or a link-coded network with additional route information where a route is a sequence of links (such as a public transport line). Also the network operations built into some GIS or GIS add-ons (such as
NBfWOnf of ARC/INFO), e.g. operations for minimum-path search or location/allocation are no incentive for using a GIS for network representation as they tend to
be much too simplistic, inflexible and slow to compete with state-of-the-art network
modelling algorithms. Nevertheless the ease of digitising, data entry and error checking
makes itättractive to use GIS for network coding, even if all further processing takes
place outside the GIS.
There is a strong affinity between micro data coded in list form and the way point data
are stored in point attribute tables in GIS (PAT in ARC/INFO). Therefore it is here
where the potential of GIS for supporting spatial models seems to be most obvious.
At the same time point attribute tables and point operations are the least complex in
GIS and therefore might be most easily be reproduced outside a GIS. In addition there
remains the difficulty of specifying multiple events with different time labels for one
point at one location or of specifying the movement of one point from one location
to another due to the requirement of most GIS that one point identifier can only be
associated with one location or coordinate pair.

Finally there are raster-based GIS. Their data organisation corresponds directly to that
of raster-based spatial models and so shares their advantages and weaknesses plus the
added difficulty of introducing time into the model. However, if a very small raster
size is chosen, raster-based GIS and raster-based spatial models take on a new quality.
If the raster cell is reduced to the size of a pixel, raster-based spatial models allow the
generation and manipulation of quasi-continuous surfaces.
Moreover, in conjunction with appropriate spatial interpolation techniques, it is possible to co-process polygon-based, network-based and list-based spatial models in one
common spatial framework. For instance, in a travel simulation one might use a list
to sample trip origins from a population density surface created by spatial interpolation
from zonal data, access the nearest network node pixel, perform destination, mode and
route choice on the link-coded network and return to pixel representation at the destination. The results of such a simulation may be used as link-by-link information to
drive a capacity-restraint or network-equilibrium model or may be used as pixel-bypixel input to environmental impact submodels such as air dispersion or noise propagation models or may be used to drive output routines generating 2D or 3D surface
representations. It would be worthwhile to explore the potential of raster-based add-ons
to vector-based GIS such as GRID or TIN of ARC/INFO to support such applications.
For instance, it seems possible to process the value attribute table (VAT) of GRID to
find the nearest network node of a trip origin.

4.3 Coupling Spatial Models and GIS
Many of the more sophisticated algorithms to process spatial data in spatial models are
currently not available in commercially available GIS. This brings up the question how
spatial models should be integrated with the GIS.
Nyerges (1992) proposed a conceptual framework for the coupling of spatial analysis
routines with GIS. He distinguishes between four categories with increasing intensity
of coupling:

-

Isolated applications. The GIS and the spatial analysis programme are run in different hardwaie environments. Data transfer between the possibly different data models
is performed by ASCII files off-line; the user ir th-. interface. The additional programming expenditure is low, but the efficiency of the coupling is limited.

-

Loose coupling. Here the coupling is carried out by means of ASCII or binary files;
the user is responsible for formatting the files according to format specifications of
the GIS. This kind of coupling is carried out on-line on the same computer or on
different computers in a local network; with relatively little extra programming the
efficiency is greater than with isolated applications.

-

Tight coupling.In this case the data models may still be different, but automated
exchange of data between the GIS and the spatial analysis is possible through a
standardised interface without user intervention. This increases the effectiveness of
data exchange but requires more programming effort (e.g. macro language programming). The user remains responsible for the integrity of the data.

-

Full integration This linkage operates like a homogeneous system from the user's
point of view; data exchange is based on a common data model and database management system. Interaction between GIS and spatial analysis is very efficient. The
initial development effort is large, but may be justified by the ease by which later
model functions can be added.

An external model offers the advantage of independent and flexible development and
testing of the model, but is only suitable for loose coupling. Embedding the spatial
model into the GIS would have the advantage that all functions and data resources of
the GIS can be used. However, present GIS fail to provide interfaces for standard
computer languages such as C, Pascal or Fortran necessary for internal modelling. In
the long run graphical user interfaces such as Windows or X-Windows from which the
user can call up both GIS tools and modelling functions will become available. Such
an interface is being developed for regional hydrological analysis and modelling at the
University of Mtinster (Streit and Wiesmann, 1995).

5 FIRST EXPERIENCE
The enormous growth in the availability and use of GIS has been largely fuelled by
non-modelling applications such as data capture, mapping, spatial analysis and presentation. Because of the reasons referred to above such as lack of modelling functions
in GIS and difficulties of linking external models to GIS, the convergence of spatial
modelling and GIS has only started. Nevertheless there is already now a wide spectrum of model applications using GIS in the environmental and social sciences. This
makes it impossible to review all of them here. Instead the current situation in three
application fields taken from the above classification will be highlighted.
5.1 Atmospheric Modelling
Atmospheric modelling is characterized by a number of specifics, making this a quite
unique and challenging field of spatial modelling. Atmospheric models operate within
a mostly rigid mathematical and physical framework. While stochastic processes are
involved, they make simulation come closer to a 'fuzzy' reality or provide starting
points with established probability for certain processes. Atmospheric behaviour is
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mostly expressed in sets of differential equations. These can only be solved if the
initial state and boundary conditions are given. As these are frequently known only
incompletely, model output often exhibits a broad range of possible results. Atmospheric models are mostly three-dimensional, with some exceptions for boundary layer
models (operating in 2.5D) and a few diffusion models. Due to the broad range of
spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric phenomena, the choice of the scale of
analysis is critical for reaching good results. Atmospheric models exhibit cyclic behaviour on several possible scales (primarily diurnal and seasonal).

While the benefits of accessing a GIS database to provide boundary conditions are
obvious, several points make it unlikely that for atmospheric models more than a loose
coupling approach will be feasible in the near future:

-

The data models available in GIS are fundamentally discrete, i.e. GIS are poor in
handling continuous phenomena and expressing simultaneous changes in multidimensional fields.

-

Atmospheric models require numerically intensive solutions to complex multivariate
systems of equations. These are well established in an aspatial, parametrised environment and unlikely to be reformulated in an explicitly spatial context.

-

GIS provide little support for dynamic modelling with feedback loops, discontinuous
(non-stationary) relationships and internal dynamic controls.

Altogether, atmospheric modelling is likely to enter into a closer partnership with GIS
without a current perspective for full integration. While several single atmospheric
factors can be expressed in GlS-based models reasonably well, most dynamic and continuous phenomena will remain in their established numerical domains. Nevertheless
GIS are becoming an increasingly indispensable spatial framework for atmospheric
models.
5.2 Hydrological Modelling
The application of GIS in hydrology has started rather late (compared with soil science
or geomorphology). An essential cause for this delay was the concentration on the
development of predominantly deterministic, physically based process models for slope
segments or small river catchments with a high temporal but low spatial resolution.
These deterministic models have achieved a high standard of development. They
require voluminous amounts of high-quality input data. This complicates their transfer
from small homogeneous research basins to large river basins relevant for water
resources management and planning. It can therefore be expected that the research
interest of hydrologists will in the future turn to the simplification of models to make
them applicable for large, inhomogeneous river basins with spatially sparse monitoring
networks and inferior dataquality. This will make it necessary to approximate physical
laws by statistical relationships. Theoretically superior hydraulic parameters which are
difficult to measure in large areas will have to be replaced by so-called effective
parameters that can meet the simplified model requirements by numerical optimisation
of the input-output relations. Time-dependent parameter functions and spatially variable parameter fields must be reduced to distribution functions for a simplified representation of the spatial and temporal variability or even to simple average.

10

These shifts in attention are likely to increase the interest of hydrologists for GIS. The

application of digital terrain models for the automatic calculation of watersheds, flow
päths, river networks and hydraulically effective terrain parameters is one of the main
points of interest. Moreover, the use of remote sensing data, especially for the survey
öf current land use, for the analysis of the spatial distribution of snow cover, and for
the rough estimation of water contents in atmosphere, vegetation cover and soil, plays
an important part. Digital soil maps, geological and ecological maps will become more
important with increasing availability. A second reason for the growing interest of
hydrologists in GIS is the potential of GIS to visualise spatial data. The possibility to
quickly create maps of the spatial distribution of input data, model parameters and
model results is of high value. Explorative data analysis, visual evaluation of data
quality and map-based interpretation of intermediate or final results of the model
calculations are important application fields of GIS visualisation tools.

In contrast to these traditional domains of GIS application, GlS-based spatial analysis
and modelling have so far played a minor part in hydrology. This is due to deficiencies in suitable numerical and statistical methods. Some examples for necessary,
but generally unavailable, analysis functions are methods for spatial interpolation,
averaging, aggregation or disaggregation, for correlation and regression based on
spatial units taking into account effects of spatial persistence (spatial autocorrelation),
procedures for numerical or knowledge-based classification (by neural nets) of small
areas to hydrologically homogeneous response units and methods for generating topological relationships for partial basins according to their runoff contribution in the total
river catchment. It is for instance not possible with the GRID module of ARC/INFO
to in a simple way estimate anisotropic semivariograms, but anisotropic characteristics
of spatial persistence are essential for spatial interpolation taking account of both
distance and direction.

In summary, then, there is a large scope for utilising GIS in hydrological modelling
beyond the data base and mapping functions of GIS. As it is not likely that the
modelling capability required for hydrological models will become available standard
functions of GIS, the issue of coupling GIS and hydrological models will become
paramount.

5.3 Geographic modelling
Compared with the environmental sciences, GIS applications in the social sciences are
in their infancy. The vast majority of applications use standard GIS functions such as
overlay or buffering, digital terrain modelling or mapping. There are only very few
spatial modelling projects in which GIS play a role beyond data base or mapping
functions, however, their number seems to be increasing. The most frequently named
reasons for this slow adoption are the following:

-

The first reason is related to the static nature of present GIS. Whereas there is a
trend in socioeconomic modelling towards more dynamic models, present GIS are
poorly equipped to handle temporal information (Langran, 1992).

-

The second reason is related to the representation of space. As the mainstream
tradition of spatial modelling in economics, geography, sociology or transport
planning has been based on the concept of 'container' space, i.e. on the notion of
a fixed zonal system, the use of GIS for such models would not bring much benefit
over conventional data organisations (Couclelis, 1991).

1l

-

As in environmental modelling, the complex algorithms required for spatial models
do not belong to the limited repertoire of standard GIS. Therefore also in socioeconomic modelling the technically difficult problems of linking GIS and models
have been a barrier to rapid convergence of GIS and spatial models.

The first pioneering applications have chosen different approaches to tackle with these
constraints. Only a few examples can be given here.

In general spatial models in the social sciences use loose coupling. One example is the
California Urban Futures Model (Landis 1994) developed at the University of California at Berkeley as a disaggregate model of land use housing development, one of
the first urban models to utilise GIS technology. A typical model run requires multiple
data transformations between different data formats. Batty and Xie (I994a;1994b) are
using strong coupling to link a GIS (ARC/INFO) with a large number of external
analysis and modelling routines under a common graphical user interface. They note
that in their application the GIS is essentially a storage and display medium for spatial
data, and if processes are to be modelled in whatever geographical domain, such
modelling must be achieved outside the GIS.
A more radical approach is to start from the modelling side and add GIS functionality
by emulating the needed analysis and display functions by own subroutines. As only
a very small subset of GIS functions are normally required in any one modelling
context, the development effort may be justified if the number of applications is
sufficiently large. The benefits of this strategy are substantial as one gets rid of all the
overhead and limitations of a particular GIS software package. This strategy has been
followed, for instance, by Birkin et al. (1990) and is currently applied by Wegener and
Spiekermann (1995).

An ambitious attempt to overcome the lack of dynamics of GIS and at the same time
to exploit the potential of GIS to switch between different representations of space is
the Time Geographic Simulation System developed at the Universitö Paris I (Mikula
et al., 1995). The TGSS is of hybrid raster type and all geographical objects are
defined as aggregations of pixels. The system can handle several hierarchies of scales
and, with procedures of aggregation and disaggregation, is able to associate data corresponding to different geographical scales in the same model. To establish the time
dimension, all data are stored as temporal series of maps.

A related approach is used at the University of Dortmund to combine polygon,

raster
and arc representations (Wegener and Spiekermann, 1995). Using spatial interpolation
techniques zonal data are disaggregated from polygons to pixels to allow the calculation of micro-scale indicators such as accessibility or air pollution. The vector repre-

sentation of transport networks allows the application of efficient network algorithms
from aggregate transport models such as minimum path search, mode and route choice
and equilibrium assignment. The combination of raster and vector representation
facilitates activity-based modelling of both location and mobility in an integrated and
consistent way. The GIS is used only for data input.

In contrast to this, other transport applications use built-in GIS functions. There exist
now GIS software packages specifically designed for transport planning, such as
Transcad (Caliper Corporation, 1990). Golledge et al. (1994) report first experiments
with an activity-based microsimulation of household travel behaviour interfaced with
ARC/INFO to represent action spaces in a detailed street network.

t2

6 CONCLUSIONS
a preliminary structure for the topic
'spatial Models and GIS' and to suggest tentative hypotheses about themes and priorities around which the debate at the forthcoming specialist meeting might develop. To
achieve this, first the term spatial models was defined, and basic classifications of
spatial models were introduced. Next the major application fields of spatial models in
the environmental and social sciences were briefly presented. The main chapter dealt
with three fundamental issues relevant for linking spatial models and GIS: data
organisation of spatial models, data organisation of GIS, and coupling of spatial
models and GIS. It was shown that GIS data structures have some limitations (for
instance with respect to the time dimension) but nevertheless offer a much richer set
of data organisations than could previously be used in spatial models, yet that their full
utilisation is inhibited by the insufficient possibilities of connecting spatial models with
GIS. In a final section first experiences with spatial models linked to GIS are highlighted using three application fields, atmospheric modelling, hydrological modelling
and geographic modelling as examples.

It was the task of this position paper to propose

In conclusion, it

seems that the potential of GIS to offer new data organisations for
spatial models represents the most promising challenge of GIS for spatial modelling.
It should be the primary goal of the forthcoming meeting to identify approaches which
explore the potential of GIS to facilitate new ways of applying existing models or to
stimulate the development of new models. Under this perspective issues of data transformation from one data organisation to another (e.g. from polygon to raster) and the
generation of synthetic micro data from aggregate data and integrated approaches combining different data models such as raster and vector deserve particular attention.

In comparison, the question of what constitutes the right set of tools for spatial
modelling within GIS seems to be of secondary priority. The new potential of GIS for
spatial modelling needs to be explored much more thoroughly before a 'canon' of
typical spatial modelling operations can be defined. In addition there is always the
chance that such a canon will become outdated as new problems come up and require
new modelling approaches - modelling is not a routine activity that can be
standardised.

Similarly, the question of how GIS and spatial models should be connected (isolated
applications, loose coupling, tight coupling, full integration) seems to be premature as
long as there is no canon of typical operations for spatial modelling. It is likely that
for some time to come 'loose coupling' will be the appropriate mode for researchoriented spatial modelling environments. From a more fundamental perspective the
whole discussion may be criticised as been captive to a too restrictive concept of a
GIS as a particular software package. After all, is not every spatial model a GIS in as
much as it processes spatial information? From this point of view is does not make a
difference whether the spatial model is embedded in the GIS or vice versa the GIS
into the spatial model. There may be a time when GIS are no longer monolithic fortresses with tightly controlled import-export drawbridges but modular, open, interactive
systems of functional routines and well documented file formats.
Another convergence, which is also related to GIS, seems to be much more important.
The growing complexity of environmental problems requires the use of integrated
spatial information systems and models cutting across application fields and across the
gap between the environmental and social sciences. Separate modelling efforts, with
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or without a GIS, is no longer sufficient. Joint efforts of computer scientists, landscape
ecologists, hydrologists, planners and transport engineers should aim at the development of intelligent, highly integrated spatial information and modelling systems. These
systems could play an important role not only in answering the questions of experts
but also in educating and informing politicians, administrators and the general public.
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